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Devastation!!!
Humanity on the brink of total annihilation.

During the final years of the 21st Century, Earth’s Quantum
Cosmologists confirm the GAIA Hypothesis, and discover
that planet Earth’s resonant frequency is in reality an enormous
cosmic broadcast.
Once decoded by our Quantum Linguists and Cryptographers...
SURPRISE!
The discovery triggers multiple scientific paradigm shifts, and
after the awarding of several meaningless Old-Culture Science
Prizes, Earth’s leaders reveal that MOTHER EARTH has been
sounding a stellar S.O.S. to SUPERIOR INTELLIGENCES
to the effect of: “HELP! HELP! HELP! HELP!”
e-Crop Family Members 89k-109k are 33 generations removed from the
conclusion of the V Century Plan (SE Network Code GCRA-V),
which established the G.C.R.A. you know and love today. Neat!

It is too late to interfere, and humanity learns that our species is
anything but passive observers in the great cosmic sequence of
events.
Mother Earth’s broadcast has already been decoded by said
S.I.s, and early in the 22nd Century, humanity becomes subject
to the full fury of species-wide, unmitigated bad mojo when the
LORDS OF KARMA arrive on the home-world to usher in the
FIRST GREAT CULTURE WAR.
Billions die.
But Millions survive to carry out a V Century long process to
rid the entire Globe of repetitious karma.
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PEACE AND
Harmony amid
all karmic
ecologies on
Mother Earth
achieved at
long-last!
200 years after the completion of the V Century Plan, the
LORDS OF KARMA make a sudden, second appearance.

This time, all of humanity,—now standing united as Homo
Sapien Vevire—are no longer a Type 1 Civilization.
The entire species, incapable of mutual destruction, is prepared
to meet the LORDS OF KARMA having reset the Earth’s
karmic imprint.
But much to our collective fucking shock...

THE PLOT TWIST
no one saw coming!!!!!!!!!!!!

...the Lords of Karma return, not to threaten humanity, nor
to spur the species into yet another war, but rather, to extend
an open (and honest!*) invitation into the ranks of COSMIC
TYPE 3 CIVILIZATION STATUS.
They offer the following:
Provided these fair conditions (SE Network Code e-1KT3SGK) are met within a millennium, humanity will be entrusted
with a COSMIC CLAD LICENSE TYPE K to build a TYPE
K STARGATE of our very own!
It is an exciting and neurotic time for our Global Family.
Until we fulfill The CONTRACT with the LORDS OF
KARMA, humanity is provisioned with limited access to the
KARMIC LORDS’ STARGATE TYPE K1, while A-Crop
Family Members receive training in the fields of Chronosthetic
Mathematics and Stochastic Manipulation to understand and
appreciate the full scope of KARMIC TECHNOLOGY as
Earth’s very first Karmalogic Psychonauts.
That should humanity have full, unmitigated access to the
STARGATE in our current state of ignorance, we would surely
destroy not only our species, but the thousands of others like us
spread across billions of star-systems.
If WE are to prevent this disaster, then it will be only through
coming to an accurate knowledge of reality such that we preserve our world, and many others like it.
Which leads us to...
*See Informational Tract e-145691: “ARE THE LORDS OF KARMA FUCKING WITH US?” For
E-Crop Family Members IDs 89K-109K.
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THE PURPOSE
OF YOUR LIFE.

Here’s an answer that works for most.
As an e-Crop Family Member, you possess one of the loudest
and brightest Toroidal Frequency FieldS required for Stargate Key Activation.
Which means that the true purpose of your life is to simply to
fulfill your role according to your NATAL KISMET GAME
PACKAGE* (which will be made available to you upon your
graduation as full-fledged E-Crop Family Member) until the
time of STARGATE KEY ACTIVATION.
At that time, you will join your personal Toroidal Frequency
Field with every other e-Crop Family Member on the Globe,
and all of you will be collectively ripped from your alchemical
vessels in order to accomplish Hyper-Space Fusion as a 5th
Dimensional Being of Pure Consciousness.
This will be the first instance of Homo Sapien Ad Infinitum,
and the living, active KEY TO THE STARGATE.
Then, acting as Homo Sapien Ad Infinitum, you will unlock humanity’s TYPE K STARGATE, and open the same transcendent
event for all members of your species.
After e-Crop Family Members ascend, EVERY ONE ELSE
DOES. And when we all become GOD,then...

ONWARD, TO SEED THE MULTIVERSE!
Until that time...
*See Informational Tract e-145692: “WHAT IS THE GAME?” and Informational Tract e-145693: “HOW
TO WIN THE GAME.” For E-Crop Family Members IDs 89K-109K.

Don’t burnout your SE Network worrying about what your
N.K.G.P. will disclose about your particular role in the GAME.
What is going to happen is going to happen, but you can
mitigate the consequences of your actions by perceiving your
N.K.G.P. as a KARMIC ROAD-MAP to the final destination—which you ultimately get to decide.
This is why we, Homo Sapien Vivere, stand united on one
globe, as one culture, acting toward one goal: the acquisition of
a COSMIC CLAD STARGATE LICENSE TYPE K.

No one is really sure what “TYPE K” actually refers to. The
Lords of Karma are TIMESPEAK, and despite the best efforts
of our TOP Quantum Karmalogists & Cryptographers we’ve
only achieved 88% Quantum karmalogic decryption efficiency.
There’s a 12% chance that “Type K” is totally meaningless.
Finger-snapping-dagnabit!

And it is only by fulfilling the conditions of The Contract with
the LORDS OF KARMA that all members of our Global Family can become like them, knowing the difference between the
INFINITE, and the ETERNAL.
Then we will experience and create universes where WE ARE
THEM, but something more.
That through these collective efforts, Humanity’s SEED OF
CONSCIOUSNESS can spread across the MULTIVERSE.
Over and over and over again.
Faster, and faster, and faster.
And then it’ll happen.
The OMNIVERSE will wake-up.
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Through our proper handling of the Eternal, and by effectively
navigating the INFINITE, we will help the ALL become aware
of itself, and know itself.
And when that happens, no one—not the current Lords of
Karma, nor the ones we are to become—no one knows exactly
what happens next.
The purpose of your life can be to contribute to this great work.
You can be a part of the process to figure out what happens
after TOTAL OMNIVERSAL AWARENESS. You get to figure
it out. During that time, the purpose of your life will depend
entirely on you.
What we do know is that, whatever you do to figure it out will
be undeniably true—in all the multiverses, in all Conscious
Fields, in all life-form states.
For wherever TIME is a concept, there too shall your truth be.
For wherever a life-form straddles the evolutionary mechanisms
leading to conscious self-awareness, there too shall you be.

The Lords of Karma have openly expressed this as their goal, and have
invited us to join them, despite having a 1 million year head-start! Some
A-Crop Karmalogic Psychonauts speculate that WE are the Lords of
Karma. Oh, the truths that will be revealed when we get that TYPE K
thing down!

You will be present in everything, in all metaphysical concepts
and metaphors you will be conceived, and you will have an active hand in guiding the CONSCIOUS FIELDs that conceived
you in the same great work.
And perhaps some day—for whatever that means—you will
meet as more than equals. Rather, as each other’s CREATORS.
But then what comes next?

YOU GET
TO DECIDE.
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That’s why EVERYONE has to ascend together. No one gets
left behind. It takes all of us present in the NOW to eventually
experience the ALL. Being an e-Crop Family Member requires
that you muster the suck more than any of the other members
of our family.
We need you at your best.

Still feeling
angsty?
12 Steps to An Answer that WORKS FOR ALL!

1.) Connect.

Use SE Network Code e-89109

2.) Find.

Four other e-Crop family members who are mustering the suck
as well.

3.) Submit.

A Class E Request Form for 50 Units of a G.C.R.A. Sanctioned
Stimulant of your selection signed by each of the members of
your e-Crop Party.

4.) Ensure.

That all members of your e-Crop Party have submitted an E
Class 3 Day Escape Request Form.

5.) Meet.

The members of your e-Crop Party.

6.) Engage.
Take the drugs.
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7.) Allow.

Between 10-15 minutes for full Synaptic Stimulation.

8.) Enjoy.
Enjoy.

9.) Broadcast.

Your SE Network signal, use SE Network Code e-89109.

10.) Discuss.

What are you going to do when you’re GOD?

11.) Permit.

Whatever the next 48 hours present.

12.) Recover.

Allow at least 24 hours as per E-Crop Party member.

YOU’LL FEEL
RIGHT AS
RAIN.
Guaranteed!
before exp. 01.02.xx
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It can be tough.
e-Crop Family Members carry the highest frequency
needed for STARGATE KEY ACTIVATION.
Which means that while you’re not really doing anything
right now, you will be the first of our GLOBAL FAMILY
to become Homo Sapien Ad Infinitum.
Until then, you’re just fulfilling your role in the GAME.
Which we understand is boring.
The G.C.R.A. has prepared this informational tract
for all e-Crop Family Members who have realized that
knowing the specific purpose of YOUR LIFE sort of
takes the fun out of everything.
Existential angst sucks, but we need you at your best.
And at the very least, always remember: sure, it’s just
a GAME, but it’s the game where every member of our
GLOBAL FAMILY gets to become GOD at the end.
ONWARD, e-Crop Family Member ID xx,
TO SEED THE MULTIVERSE!
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